ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Data Mining (DM) is a process to automatically extract some interesting and valid data patterns or trends representing knowledge, implicitly stored in large databases [1] , [2] . Distributed Data Mining (DDM) is concerned with application of classical DM procedures in a distributed computing environment trying to make the best of the available resources. In DDM, DM takes place both locally at each geographically distributed site and at a global level where the local knowledge is merged in order to discover global knowledge. A DDM system is a very complex entity that is comprised of many components; mining algorithms; communication subsystems; resources management; task scheduling; user interface etc. It should provide efficient access to both distributed data and computing resources; monitor the entire mining procedure; and present results to users in appropriate formats. A successful DDM system is also flexible enough to adapt to various situations [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] .
Intelligent software agent technology is an interdisciplinary technology. The motivating idea of this technology is the development and efficient utilization of autonomous software objects called agents, which have access to geographically distributed and heterogeneous information resources to simplify the complexities of distributed computing. They are autonomous, adaptive, reactive, pro-active, social, cooperative, collaborative and flexible. They also support temporal continuity and mobility within the network. An intelligent agent with mobility feature is known as Mobile Agent (MA). MA migrates from node to node in a heterogeneous network without losing its operability. It can continue to function even if the user is disconnected from the network. On reaching at a node MA is delivered to an Agent Execution Environment (AEE) where its executable parts are started running. Upon completion of the desired task, it delivers the results to the home node. With MA, a single serialized object is transmitted over the network carrying the small amount of resultant data only thus reducing the consumption of network bandwidth, latency (response time delay) and network traffic. An AEE or Mobile Agent Platform (MAP), is server application that provides the appropriate functionality to MAs to authenticate, execute, communicate (with other agents, users, and other platforms), migrate to other platform, and use system resources in a secure way. A Multi Agent System (MAS) is distributed application comprised of multiple interacting intelligent agent components [8] . Bioinformatics or computational molecular biology aims at automated analysis and the management of high-throughput biological data as well as modelling and simulation of complex biological systems. Bioinformatics has very much changed since the first sequence alignment algorithms in 1970s [9] . Today in-silico analysis is a fundamental component of biomedical research. Bioinformatics has now encompasses a wide range of subject areas from structural biology, genomics to gene expression studies [10] , [11] . The post-genomic era has resulted into availability of the enormous amount of distributed biological data sets that require suitable tools and methods for modelling and analyzing biological processes and sequences. The bioinformatics research community feels a strong need to develop new models and exploit and analyze the available genomes [12] . The protein sequences are made up of 20 types of Amino Acids (AA). Each AA is represented by a single letter alphabet as shown in Table 1 . Unique 3-dimensional structure of each protein is decided completely by its amino-acid sequence. Proteins are important constituents of cellular machinery of any organism and the functioning of proteins heavily depends upon its AA sequence. A slight change in the sequence might completely change the functioning of the protein. Therefore, the nature of associations between different amino acids has been a subject of great anxiety. In [20] , authors mine the association rules among amino acids in protein sequences. As per the literature available, no researcher has applied the agent technology to mine association rules for amino acids from distributed protein data sets. The amalgamation of the DDM and MAS provides rewarding solution in terms of security, scalability, storage cost, computation cost and communication cost. Mining biological data is an emerging area and continues to be an extremely important problem, both for DM and for biological sciences [21] .
State of the art in use of agent technology in bioinformatics is reviewed in [22] .
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses the distributed association rule mining and preliminary notations used in this paper. A running environment for the proposed system is present in Section 3 along with algorithms used for various components and protein data banks used in this study. The layout and working of various agents involved in the proposed system and their algorithms are also discussed. System is implemented in Java and its performance is studied in Section 4 and finally the article is concluded in Section 5. are the itemset that appear in DB frequently, i.e., if ( ) min_th_sup s P ≥ (given minimum threshold support), then P is a frequent k-itemset. Finding such FIs plays an essential role in miming the interesting relationships among itemsets. Frequent Itemset Mining (FIM) is the task of finding the set of all the subsets of FIs in a transactional database. It is CPU and input/output intensive task, mainly because of the large size of the datasets involved [2] .
DISTRIBUTED ASSOCIATION RULE MINING
Association Rules (ARs) first introduced in [13] , are used to discover the associations (or cooccurrences) among item in a database. AR is an implication of the form [ ] support,confidence P Q ⇒ where, , P I Q I ⊂ ⊂ and P and Q are disjoint itemsets, i.e., P Q ∩ = ∅ . An AR is measured in terms of its support ( s ) and confidence ( c ) factors. An AR
P Q
⇒ is said to be strong if ( ) min_th_sup s P Q ⇒ ≥ (given minimum threshold support) and ( ) min_th_conf c P ≥ (given minimum threshold confidence). Association Rule Mining (ARM) today is one of the most important aspects of DM tasks. In ARM all the strong ARs are generated from the FIs. The ARM can be viewed as two step process [14] , [15] . Few preliminaries notations and definitions required for defining DARM and to make this study self contained are as follows: AAF are not shown due to space constraint. IDB is shown in Appendix A.6.
• LSAR i L , List of locally strong association rules at site i S .
, List of total locally strong association rules.
, List of total frequent k-itemsets.
• GSAR CENTRAL L , List of Globally strong association rule.
Local Knowledge Base (LKB), at site i S , comprises of ( )
L which can provide reference to the local supervisor for local decisions. Global Knowledge Base (GKB), at
GSAR CENTRAL L for the global decision making. Like ARM, DARM task can also be viewed as two-step process [15] :
L ) from the partitioned datasets.
Generate globally strong association rules (
GSAR CENTRAL L ) from GFI k L .
PROPOSED AEQARM-AAPDB SYSTEM

Environment for the proposed system
Every MAS needs an underlying AEE to provide running infrastructure on which agents can be deployed and tested. A running environment has been designed in Java to execute all the DM agents involved in the proposed system. 
Protein Data Bank
AeQARM-AAPDB system is tested on a real dataset of protein sequences, the Astral SCOP [16] , [17 ] version 1.75 genetic domain sequence subsets, based on PDB SEQRES records with less than 40% identity to each other [18] . There are total of 10569 Protein records in this dataset. This single PDB is divided into 3 unites ( 
Layout and working of AeQARM-AAPDB system
AeQARM-AAPDB MAS is shown in Figure 1 . This MAS consists of total seven agents, clones of six MAs in serial number 1 to 6 are dispatched from CENTRAL S with parallel itinerary migration and one at serial number 7 is an intelligent stationary agent (SA) running at CENTRAL S to perform the different tasks. The CPU time taken by a MA while processing on each site along with some other specific information is carried back in the result bag at CENTRAL S . Relationship among these agents and their working behaviour are given as follows. 
IMPLEMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE STUDY
All the agents as well as Control Panel of the system, as shown in Figure 2 , are implemented in Java. The required configuration for the deployment of the system is shown in Table 2 with additional deployment of DM_AEE at each distributed site and AL and RM at CENTRAL S . 
CONCLUSION
Mobile agents strongly qualify for designing distributed applications. DDM, when clubbed with the agent technology, makes a promising alliance that gives favourable results and provides a rewarding solution in managing Big Data with ever increasing size. In this study, a MAS called AeQARM-AAPDB to mine the strong quantitative association rules among amino acids present in primary structure of the proteins from the distributed proteins data sets using intelligent agents is presented. Such globally strong association rules are used in understanding of protein composition and are desirable for synthesis of artificial proteins. Agent-based bio-data mining leaves the technical details of choosing mining algorithms, forming hybrid system, and preparing specific data format to the intelligent system itself because such requirements are unreasonable for most biologists. It alleviates the technical difficulty while enhance the reusability of the mining algorithms and available datasets. By applying multi-agent based distributed bio-data mining, the computing load can be balanced and the computational effort can be achieved in a parallel and scalable manner. 
S
This is a real dataset of protein sequences, the Astral Structural Classification of Proteins (SCOP) [16] , [17] version 1.75 genetic domain sequence subsets, based on PDB SEQRES records with less than 40% identity to each other. SCOP database is comprehensive ordering of all proteins of known structure, according to their evolutionary and structural relationships. Protein domains in the SCOP are grouped into species and hierarchically classified into families, superfamilies, folds and classes. In this dataset each protein record starts with greater than (`>') character followed by protein description headers according to SCOP. An additional hash (`#') character is inserted as a separator character between protein description headers and protein sequence of amino acids. 
APPENDIX B -RESULTANT KNOWLEDGE OF AEQARM-AAPDB SYSTEM
B.1 (1) FI k L and (1) FISC k L at site 1 
S
List of frequent k-itemset, i.e., 
